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Noh Reimagined 2022: Spirits of Flowers, 24th ,25th June 2022| Kings Place, London 

Classical Noh masterpieces & world premieres on stage for Noh Reimagined 2022 

~ British artists and Noh performers come together to celebrate heritage, contemporary arts, man and nature ~ 

 

Now in its third edition, the hugely successful bi-annual festival Noh Reimagined returns to London’s Kings Place 

in June 2022. Noh Reimagined 2022: Spirits of Flowers explores how nature is celebrated and interpreted in the 

Noh tradition and what it means to our lives today. Noh Reimagined brings top class Noh performers performing 

highlights from Noh masterpieces, joined by innovative British artists including Cerith Wyn Evans, and Thick & 

Tight who will present their new pieces inspired by the Noh tradition. 

 

- Cerith Wyn Evans, an outstanding figure in the contemporary arts scene, has visited Noh theatre over 200 times, 

and his works are richly inspired by Noh and Japanese aesthetics. Evans who worked with Derek Jarman will 

premiere a film piece Noh (A-Drift) which draws on the ‘spirit’ of Noh in his heart in a live performance 
inspired by John Cage’s Ryoanji. Noh musicians will join the piece to add their own improvisations. 

- Thick & Tight, an award-winning mime dance-duo, plays with ideas of humour, gender, queerness, politics and 

surrealism to keep pushing boundaries. They will create a new piece ‘Unclouded Moon’ in which they seek to 

unveil their abstract and emotional relationship to the moon as a witness to the loss of nature perpetrated by 

human beings. The piece based on Kyogen (humorous sketches used as interludes during a longer Noh 

performance) will be completed following R&D with a Kyogen master in Kyoto.  

- The event also marks the premiere of Sumida River in Sign Language, realised by two Deaf performers Chisato 

Minamimura, and Alex Nowak. It brings the world of nature and human experience together in a powerful 

drama of gesture, movement and music inspired by the 15th century Medieval Noh play, Sumidagawa. The play 

is suffused with the life of the river: pines bending in the wind, flocks of Miyako birds, mists rising from the bay 

and travellers crossing by boat. It is spring, a time of growth, and a ferryman waits for customers when a mother 

arrives in search of her lost son....  

- All Noh performers, Thick & Tight and Aisha Orazbayeva (violin) will come together for the UK premiere of 

“Hengenka”, a dynamic original work by Yukihiro Isso. It celebrates the awe-inspiring power of nature and 

brings together Eastern and Western performance styles and culture.  

 

Since ancient times, Japanese people have lived with natural phenomena, such as earthquakes and tsunamis, that 

threatened to destroy them at any time,” said Akiko Yanagisawa, producer and director of Noh Reimagined 

“Despite or perhaps because of this, the Japanese have long worshipped the natural world in all artforms. For Noh 

Reimagined we have the honour of bringing together Noh performers from Japan with the UK’s most exciting 
creative artists to explore new artistic expressions today in the borderless and ambitious collaborations. 

 

Noh Reimagined 2022: Spirits of Flowers will take place on 24th and 25th 2022 at Kings Place, London N1 9AG. 

Curated and produced by Mu:Arts and International Noh Project Committee 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cerith_Wyn_Evans
https://www.thickandtight.com/
https://www.thickandtight.com/
https://chisatominamimura.com/
https://chisatominamimura.com/


 
Supported by Arts Council England, Great Britain Sasakawa Foundation, and The Japan World Exposition 1970 

Commemorative Fund (as in April 2021). 

Contact: Akiko Yanagisawa (Mu:Arts)   akiko@muarts.org.uk     07782343632 

Tickets available online at https://www.kingsplace.co.uk/whats-on/noh-reimagined/ 

 

 

A note on Noh and Zeami by Festival curator, Akiko Yanagisawa  

 

Noh (能) is a form of theater involving music, dance and drama, originating in the 14th century. It was developed 

together with kyogen, which are comical pieces performed during interludes of the main Noh performance. The 

dual art of Noh and kyogen is known as Nogaku and has been designated an Intangible Cultural Heritage by 

UNESCO. 

 

Following its transformation from popular street entertainment and pantomime and dialogue dramas into a refined 

theatrical art from, the origin of Noh is down to the genius actor, writer, and playwright Zeami (1363-1443). Noh 

has survived long enough to have influenced other Japanese traditional art forms such as bunraku and kabuki, and 

nearly 200 classical Noh plays are still performed today, including some 50 pieces by Zeami. After Japan opened up 

to the world in the 19th century, Noh started to have an impact on Western artists and intellectuals such as Benjamin 

Britten who composed his church parable “Curlew River” inspired by the Noh play “Sumidagawa.” (Sumida River).  

 

In Noh music an instrumental ensemble called hayashi, which comprises nohkan flute and three different drums 

(kotsuzumi shoulder drum, ohtsuzumi hip drum, and taiko stick drum) perform with shite actors and chorus singing. 

The kakegoe (drum calls) uttered by drummers plays essential part to the Noh performance. Noh music progresses 

according to a regulated pattern, like baroque music, but is controlled by a subtly varied relation to the melody 

recited by the shite actors.  

 

Reference: 

Kings Place magazine “Noh and the Natural World”. As Noh Reimagined returns to Kings Place, Akiko Yanagisawa 

reflects on the centrality of nature to Japanese culture. 

https://www.kingsplace.co.uk/magazine/features/noh-and-the-natural-world/ 

 

Noh Reimagined on the Mu:Arts website:  

https://noh.muarts.org.uk/ 
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